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Disclaimer

This is not a comprehensive overview – 
more than a hundred companies 

involved 



  

Bloomberg: Wired for Repression



  

SpyFiles 



  

Wall Street Journal – Censorship Inc



  

Complex & diverse use

1. Monitoring & manipulation of email and SMS 
(keyword-based, user-based, location-based)

 
2. Filtering of online content 

3. “Intelligent” video surveillance (+voice analysis) 

4. Spying on a user's computer activity (potentially 
even planting evidence)

5. Surveillance as harassment (Tunisia: porn 
images in work-related emails)



  

I. Can't We Just Ban Them? 



  

“Bans” work only if they are global 

1. Blue Coat (US) → distributor (UAE/”Iraq”?) → 
Syria

2. Allot (Israel) → distributor (Denmark) → Iran

3. NetApp (US) → Area Spa (Italy) → Syria 



  

...but we can still raise the costs



  

But what about beyond US/EU?

Washington Post's report from a surveillance fair 
in the US counted reps from 43 countries

→ How do we know what happens to US or 
German surveillance gear that is destined for, say, 
Moldova or South Sudan (whose rep was spotted 

at the Malaysian fair...)? 



  

What Would Viktor Do?



  

Another note on sanctions...

Broad sanctions = Bad, As They Harm Users (and 
Govts Mostly Get Away)

Narrow sanctions = Good, But Often Ineffective

Example: Syria



  

Know-Your-Customer rules

1. What can we learn from other controversial industries? 
[e.g. it's probably harder to open an account with a US 

bank than to buy surveillance gear from a US firm]

2. Forcing companies selling censorship & surveillance 
gear to do (continuous) due diligence on clients

3. Foreseeing modifications and customizations

4. After-sale configurations  & support: NetApp/Area case 



  

How much of this could/should be 
delegated to technology?

1. Viability of remote kill switches & refusal to run 
updates based on location

2. Required periodic monitoring of where services 
are used (Websense & its 40,000 customers) 

3. How easy would it be to defend this rhetorically, 
as we are fighting surveillance with more 

surveillance? 



  

II. What to Anticipate



  

Too soon to call victory even in parts 
of the Middle East

● Libya: new government started social filtering of 
the Web

● Tunisia: DPI is still in use, waiting for govt's 
regulation (but censorship is more transparent) 

● Egypt: the military go after individual bloggers



  

Ex-USSR: Pushback after the Arab Spring

● CSTO* member states expected to sign the “List of steps aimed at 
securing the cyberspace of the member states”

● CSTO’s Secretary General, Nikolay Bordyuzha:  the point of the 
document “is to prevent the usage of modern information technologies for 
destabilization of the situation in the CSTO states...The work on 
information counteraction is one of the priorities of the CSTO's activity."

* CSTO = Collective Security Treaty Organization (Russia, Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and 
Uzbekistan)



  

Huawei in Africa



  

China's “economic” aid



  

China-Belarus: video surveillance

 Huawei's local subsidiary: "video surveillance 
system with intelligent analysis...can be used for traffic 

management, long-distance education and local 
security”

Belarusian government: the system "can be used for 
monitoring and protecting town centers, industrial 
plants or power and transport facilities, as well as 

important strategic assets, such as railway stations, 
airports or the state border of Belarus." 



  

Image to Text; Lotus Hill Institute



  

Thwarting the Advance
* Technologies for automated facial recognition, 

video analysis and some data-mining tasks are far 
from perfect and require huge academic expertise

* Both companies & governments are eager to 
pay up

* Need to raise awareness & costs in academia 
(e.g. making sure institutional review boards take 

the geopolitical implications of these projects 
seriously) 

 



  

III. What can be done by activists? 



  

Beyond Sanctions

It's time to turn the tables and engage in some 
surveillance of the surveillance industry



  

Great fun for investigative journalists



  

Investigations on the Cheap



  



  

Telecomix's Blue Cabinet 



  

Area SpA: power of national media



  

Investors can be swayed as well..



  

Investigating individual companies

GeoWorld: Who are the major 
customers for this type of product, 
and what are some of their uses?

Polaris: [Our technology] has 
been deployed by government 

agencies in the Middle East/Africa 
and Asia-Pacific regions for use in 
their anti-crime and anti-terrorism 

surveillance efforts.



  

“...customers can create a custom geo-fenced area and 
locate all subscribers in it, as well as receive alerts when 

designated targets enter or exit the geo-fence. 

The geo-fenced area can be identified in real time or at a 
specified time in the past, enabling government agencies to 

perform critical post-event analytics to discover...which 
subscribers were in the vicinity of a busy downtown 

intersection during the hours before a terrorist event occurred.

...Polaris Wireless plans to expand the Altus application suite 
with the ability to assess risks based on multiple inputs, 

including user identity, call logs, and social data.”

Polaris Wireless in their own words



  

2011: A very good year for Polaris



  

These companies have allies...

“MMC Ventures is a major shareholder in Creativity Software. The chief executive of 
MMC is Bruce Macfarlane and the chairman is Alan Morgan, both of whom paid part of 
the salary of Chloe Dalton, a researcher for Mr Hague between 2006 and 2009. They 
contributed £25,000 to Mr Hague’s private office.”



  

...and balls



  

IV. Linking Spread of Surveillance 
Gear & Domestic Surveillance Debate 

in Democracies 



  



  

Translation

I. If dictators need help in suppressing democratic 
uprisings, we are to help

II. Oh no: Our dictator-helping jobs are going to  
China!

III. This market has one major driver – needs of 
US law enforcement 



  

“We are here to help”: need to 
attack & ridicule their arguments

Jerry Lucas, ISS's founder : “This technology is absolutely vital for 
civilization. You can't have a situation where bad guys can communicate 

and you bar interception.” 

Lucas: “When you're selling to a government, you lose control of what 
the government is going to do with it. It's like selling guns to people. 
Some are going to defend themselves. Some are going to commit 

crimes.” 

Lucas: “not my job to determine who's a bad country and who's a good 
country. That's not our business, we're not politicians … we're a for-profit 

company. Our business is bringing governments together who want to 
buy this technology."

Klaus Mochalski, co-founder of ipoque:“It's like a knife. You can always 
cut vegetables but you can also kill your neighbor.” 



  

“China will take our jobs!” → situation is okay

Huawei will "voluntarily restrict its business development there by no 
longer seeking new customers and limiting its business activities with 

existing customers...For communications networks that have been 
delivered or are under delivery to customers, Huawei will continue to 

provide necessary services to ensure communications for Iran's 
citizens”



  

Link to domestic surveillance  most 
serious & undertheorized

According to The Washington Post, one of ISS 
fairs was attended by “representatives from 35 

[US govt] agencies, including the FBI, the Secret 
Service and every branch of the military, along 

with the IRS, the Agriculture Department and the 
Interior Department's Fish and Wildlife Service.“



  

FBI's “Going Dark” “problem”

EFF's FOIA request: “a five-pronged Going Dark program that 
includes extending existing laws and seeking new federal funding 

to bolster lawful intercept capabilities. Going Dark has been an FBI 
initiative since at least 2006 and has involved writing checks to 

consultants at RAND Corporation and Booz, Allen and Hamilton.”

Defining the problem: “As the gap between authority and capability 
widens, the government is increasingly unable to collect valuable 

evidence in cases ranging from child exploitation and pornography 
to organized crime and drug trafficking to terrorism and espionage
—evidence that a court has authorized the government to collect.”



  

The rationale behind “Going Dark”

“...We are focusing on the interception of electronic 
communications and related data in real or near-real time. Without 
the ability to collect these communications in real or near-real time, 
investigators will remain several steps behind and left unable to act 

quickly to disrupt threats to public safety or gather key evidence 
that will allow us to dismantle...”

“The government understands that [for sophisticated criminals] it 
must develop individually tailored solutions. However, individually 

tailored solutions have to be the exception and not the rule.”

From the testimony of Valerie Caproni, 
General Counsel for FBI, Statement Before the House Judiciary 
Committee, Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, and Homeland 

Security Washington, D.C. February 17, 2011



  

Tools vs CALEA 2 debate before 
“spy files”

“... if the FBI obtains a probable cause-based court 
order before installing tools like CIPAV, complies with 
the minimization requirements in federal wiretapping 
law by limiting the time and scope of surveillance, and 

removes the device once surveillance concludes, the use 
of these types of targeted tools for Internet surveillance 
would be a much more narrowly tailored solution to the 

FBI’s purported problems than the proposal to 
undermine every Internet user's privacy and security by 

expanding CALEA” 
Jennifer Lynch, staff attorney EFF, on EFF's blog April 2011



  

Tools vs CALEA 2 debate now

EFF's argument needs to be revised; the 
deployment of such tools – even if done perfectly 
well in Western democracies – affects the rest of 

the world, as such tools make their way to the 
secondary market.



  

Prediction for the future

Left unchallenged, FBI would get the best of 
possible worlds: individually tailored solutions 

(that industry already exists) and legally-required 
backdoors

The international implications of CALEA-2: other 
govts will obtain access to the backdoors

In any event, FBI has an “alibi”, for it can now say 
that activists preferred individual tools to CALEA-2



  

Opportunities... 

* This debate about dictators using surveillance 
tools is an opportunity to criticize the expansion of 
domestic surveillance and the strategy of FBI and 
its European partners. It's for sure an argument 

against CALEA -2 

* Media coverage should focus more on the 
domestic part and take a macro-level view; press 

articles need to link all of this to CALEA and 
beyond



  

V. Most important bit: getting 
foreign policy right



  

US State Dept & Cisco: Context...



  

Realities of US foreign policy - I 



  

Realities of US foreign policy - II



  

But Europe isn't innocent either... 

From The Wall Street Journal: “In 2007, Mr. Sarkozy 
welcomed Gadhafi on an official visit to France, his first in 

more than three decades. The Libyan regime saw an 
opportunity to upgrade its surveillance capability with French 

technology, according to people familiar with the matter. 
Amesys signed its contract with Libya that year, it said, and 
then in 2008  shipped its "Eagle" surveillance system and 

sent engineers to Libya to help set it up. The system became 
fully operational in 2009...”



  

Foreign Policy challenges

- Iran is an easy target – few Western govts like it 

- But what about Saudi Arabia* or Bahrain**? 

* in 2010 Washington approved a $60 billion (!) 
arms deal with Saudi Arabia

** A $53 million arms sale to Bahrain is currently 
under consideration in the White House



  

Challenges Ahead

- With cases like Bahrain or Saudi Arabia, the 
challenge is much deeper

- (Suppose Websense is used in Saudi Arabia – 
what then...?)

- Building tools or banning exports of tools won't 
be enough

 
- An opportunity for the Pirate Parties and others 
to develop an explicit foreign policy dimension? 



  

Thank you! 

Twitter: @evgenymorozov
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